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across:across:across:across: down:down:down:down:
3:  Leader of the colony3:  Leader of the colony

6:  A fine powery substance from flowers6:  A fine powery substance from flowers

7:  A transparent liquid bees need to drink7:  A transparent liquid bees need to drink

9:  What sort of eye does a bee have?9:  What sort of eye does a bee have?

10: What makes a bee furry?10: What makes a bee furry?

11: A sensing organ on the head of a bee11: A sensing organ on the head of a bee

13: Bee with the most to do13: Bee with the most to do

14: Number of bees legs14: Number of bees legs

down:down:down:down:
1:  What bees defend themselves with1:  What bees defend themselves with

2:  A thin sugary liquid given off by flowers2:  A thin sugary liquid given off by flowers

4:  How many wings does a bee have?4:  How many wings does a bee have?

5:  What shape is a honey comb cell?5:  What shape is a honey comb cell?

8:  Bees that collect from flowers8:  Bees that collect from flowers

10: A thick, sweet substance made by bees.10: A thick, sweet substance made by bees.

11: The back segement of a bees body11: The back segement of a bees body

12: Middle segment of a bees body12: Middle segment of a bees body
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